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Flexcity helps to build up the secondary reserve of the          
network managed by Elia and offers a new service to          
its partners. 

 
The Transmission System Operator, ELIA, which is responsible for the balance of the             
Belgian electricity grid, has opened up its primary and tertiary reserve services to all players               
on the market for many years. The secondary reserve services have, until now, been              
reserved for large power plants only. 
  
In order to improve the efficiency of its secondary reserve and to avoid the risk of "black out"                  
mentioned in Belgium in previous years, the opening of this market by ELIA will make it                
possible to guarantee the supply of energy over the entire Belgian territory in a more               
inclusive manner. Consequently, this gives FLEXCITY the opportunity to offer new services            
to its partners while strengthening its participation in the balance of the network. 
 
This decision by the grid operator results from the implementation of European ambitions for              
a transition towards the development of smart grids. It enables operators of assets, such as               
FLEXCITY, capable of delivering power up or down in 7.5 minutes to participate in balancing               
the network and thus receive additional remuneration. 
 
FLEXCITY brings its expertise in energy efficiency to the aFRR market 
Thanks to the launch of the pilot project organised by ELIA in 2017, FLEXCITY has already                
been able to demonstrate its technical performance by fully meeting the specifications of the              
secondary reserve - also called aFRR.  
As the only aggregator to have developed a dynamic portfolio of cogeneration units (energy              
producers) and industrial pumps (energy consumers), FLEXCITY perfectly met the technical           
requirements imposed by ELIA.  
“During the pilot project, we were able to meet the technical specifications of this new               
service, while at the same time meeting the challenge of using both electricity-consuming             
and electricity-producing installations.”, says Cedric Weyns, Country Manager for Belgium at           
FLEXCITY. 
 



 

FLEXCITY positions itself as the first entrant in this new market. Several partners who have               
already entrusted FLEXCITY with the management of their electrical flexibility will participate            
in this new service. Cedric Weyns insists: “For our partners, this market opening also              
represents a new opportunity to enhance the value of their installations and thus reduce their               
energy costs.”  
 
FLEXCITY and its partners, both current and future, are thus participating in the balancing of               
the Belgian electricity network thanks to its recognised expertise in innovative electrical            
services. This balancing process encourages the integration of renewable energies into the            
network's electricity supply by compensating for their intermittent nature.  
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

About Flexcity  

Active since 2013 in Belgium, Flexcity is one of the market leaders in electrical flexibility               
(demand response) in Belgium, the Netherlands and France, and is expanding           
internationally, for example in Italy.  

Flexcity's core business is to contribute to the balancing of the electricity grid through the               
automated control of a large portfolio of flexible assets. Electricity grid users (consumers or              
producers) can therefore use Flexcity's technology and expertise to participate in innovative            
electrical services and be remunerated for this participation. Flexcity's portfolio includes           
several technologies such as batteries, distributed generation facilities and large industrial           
processes. Flexcity integrates renewable energy sources into its portfolio, offering potential           
new revenues to emerging technologies.  

Through its integration by Veolia in July 2019, Flexcity is building on a solid financial base                
and accelerating its international expansion. 

Flexcity has always responded to the opening of a new market by being among the first                
entrants, as was the case in 2014 for the opening of the tertiary reserve. 
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